The paper introduces a new class of numerical schemes for the approximate solutions of stochastic pantograph equations. As an effective technique to implement implicit stochastic methods, strong predictor-corrector methods (PCMs) are designed to handle scenario simulation of solutions of stochastic pantograph equations. It is proved that the PCMs are strong convergent with order Mathematics subject classification: 60H10, 65C20.
Introduction
In 1971, Ockendon and Tayler [15] used the equationẋ(t) = ax(t) + bx(pt) to model the collection of current by pantograph of an electric locomotive. This is the origin of the 'pantograph' in 'pantograph differential equations'. From then on, pantograph differential equations arise widely in dynamical systems, probability, quantum mechanics, electrodynamics and so on. A wealth of literature exists on analytical solution as well as numerical solution. The early related results can be found in [5, 8, 10] , and the referents therein. More recently results can be found in [2, 4, 9, 12, 13] .
Stochastic pantograph equation can be viewed as a generalization of the deterministic pantograph differential equation which takes into account of random factors. It possesses a wide range of applications. Up to now, only few results of stochastic pantograph equation have been presented. In 2000, Baker and Buckwar [1] obtained the necessary analytical theory for existence and uniqueness of strong approximations of a continuous extension of the θ-Euler methods and established 1/2 mean-square convergence of approximations. In 2007, Fan, Liu and Cao [7] discussed the existence and uniqueness of solutions and convergence of semi-implicit euler methods for stochastic pantograph equation. Some criteria for linear asymptotically mean square stability was given in [6] . In 2009, Xiao and Zhang [17] proved θ-methods of nonlinear stochastic pantograph equation are MS-stabile under appropriate conditions. In 2011, Xiao and Zhang [19] constructed numerical methods with variable step size to solve stochastic pantograph equation, the convergence and linear MS-stability were discussed. In 2013, Xiao,Zhang and Qin [18] discusses the MS-stability of the milstein method for stochastic pantograph equations. For deterministic ordinary differential equations, the numerical stability of explicit methods are generally worse than implicit methods and the disadvantage of implicit methods is that an algebraic equation needs to be solved at each time step. It has been well known that PCMs can improve numerical stability comparing with standard explicit methods and don't require to solve an algebraic equations. For SDEs, the PCMs have the same properties. Weak PCMs for SDEs were discussed in [16] and [11] . In [3] , a family of strong predictor-corrector Euler methods is designed to simulate the solution of SDEs. In [14] , Niu and Zhang established a class of PCMs for SDEs and proved that the PCMs maintain almost sure and moment exponential stability for sufficiently small timesteps.As far as we know, it doesn't exist any literature about PCMs for SDEs with delay (SDDEs).
In this article, we deal with stochastic pantograph equation
The work is organized as follows: Section 2 analyzes mean-square bound and stability of stochastic pantograph differential equations and establishes a family of predictor-corrector methods (PCMs (θ, η)) to simulate approximation of the stochastic pantograph differential equations. In Section 3, the convergence is discussed. It proved that the PCMs (θ, η) is mean square numerical convergent with order 1/2. In Section 4, some linear numerical MS-stability criteria of PCMs (θ, η) are obtained. If stochastic pantograph differential equations are MS-stable, then the numerical solutions of PCMs (θ, η) are MS-stable under appropriate conditions. Section 5 gives some numerical experiments to illustrate the obtained theoretical results.
Predictor-corrector Methods for Stochastic Pantograph Differential Equations
Let (Ω, A, P ) be a complete probability space with a filtration (A t ) t≥t0 , which is rightcontinuous and satisfies that each A t (t ≥ t 0 ) contains all P -null sets in A, and w is an d-dimensional Brownian motion defined on the probability space, | · | is the trace norm, E t (·) = E(·|A t ).
We integrate(1.1) and obtain
where x(t) is a R d -value random process, p ∈ (0, 1) denotes a given constant, the second integral is Itô type, f :
with E ξ(t) < ∞, let ξ = sup pt0≤t≤t0 |ξ(t)|. Throughout this paper, we assume the Eq. (2.1) has an uniqueness solution x(t) ∈ M 2 (R + , R d ) and satisfies the following conditions: (C1) (global Lipschitz condition ) 
For convenience of discussion, let β = max{β 2 , β 3 }, then, following lemma is obtained.
Lemma 2.1. The solution of (2.1) which satisfy C1 and C2 has the property
4)
moreover, for any pt 0 ≤ s < t ≤ T ,
here, c 1 , c 2 are nonnegative constants which don't depend on s and t.
Proof.
2 , Hölder inequality and Burkhölder-Davis-Gundy inequality, it follows that
E|f (x(r), x(pr))| 2 dr + 12
E|g(x(r), x(pr))| 2 dr.
By linear growth condition C2, we have
So,
(2.4) is obtained from Gronwall's inequality.
Using Hölder's inequality, it follows that
Combining (2.6) with (2.4), (2.5) holds. This completes the proof.
We consider stochastic predictor-corrector methods with predictor process
and corrector process
where, t n = t 0 + nh, x n ,x n andx n+1 are approximations to x(t n ), x(pt n ) and x(pt n+1 ), respectively. x n = ξ(t n ) when n ≤ 0 and △ w n = w(t n+1 ) − w(t n ). When pt n > t 0 , there exists an integer v n (0 ≤ v n < n) and δ n ∈ [0, 1) such that pt n = t 0 + v n h + δ n h. Let
9)
We denote the methods (2.7)-(2.10) as P CM s(θ, η).
Convergence Analysis
Lemma 3.1. ( [7] ) EM-methods for stochastic pantograph equations is convergent with order Proof. It follows from Lemma3.1 that
By condition C1, we have
Combining linear growth condition C2 with (2.4) yields
By Lemma 2.1, we have
Here, 
Substituting (3.1) with (3.2)-(3.6) and an induction lead to
This completes the proof.
Linear Stability of P CMs(θ, η)
For convenience, writing P CM s(θ, η) as
Considering linear scalar pantograph differential equation
where a, b, ρ, σ ∈ R, p ∈ (0, 1) and ξ = 0 with probability 1.
Theorem 4.1.
(1) The solution of (4.2) is MS-stable whenever
2) The solution of (4.2) is MS-unstable whenever
(1) cf. [6] ; (2) By Itô formula, it yields
(4.5)
Taking expectations after both sides integral from 0 to t, we have
Assuming 2a + ρ 2 > 0 follows that 
Proof. Applying the methods(4.1) to (4.2), it follows that
(4.10)
(4.14)
Combining (4.10) with (4.11)-(4.14), yields 
By (2.9) and (2.10), considering δ n ∈ [0, 1), it holds
We have
Thus,
It means that the method is MS-stable when R < 0.
then there exists an h 0 (a, b, ρ, σ, θ, η) ∈ (0, 1) such that PCMs(θ, η) with stepsize h ∈ (0, h 0 ] for Eq. (4.2) are MS-stable.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that h < 1. A combining of (4.10)-(4.14) leads to
where H(a, b, ρ, σ, θ, η) So, take
Then when stepsize h ∈ (0, h 0 ], the methods PCMs (θ, η) are MS-stable.
Remark 4.1. The stepsize restriction of stability is obtained by repeated use of inequality 2ab ≤ a 2 +b 2 , so PCMs (θ, η) have better stability region than which is determined by inequality R < 0. From Section 5, one can see that the numerical approximations of PCMs with stepsize h > h 0 which make R > 0 may still remain MS-stable. How to obtain an exact critical stepsizẽ h 0 such that the method is stable for h ∈ (0,h 0 ] and unstable for h ∈ (h 0 , +∞)? This is an interesting topic. So far, we have not found any research which has obtained sufficient and necessary bounds for numerical methods for SDDEs. We will focus on it in the future work.
Numerical Illustration
In the section, we give some numerical examples to illustrate the obtained theoretical results. Consider the following stochastic pantograph equations:
Example 5.1. Consider the linear stochastic pantograph equation 
For numerical illustrating the convergency, we use the approximation formula Table  5 .1 and 5.2). Two double-logarithmic graphs are constructed in Fig. 5 .1, the slope of dashed line is 1/2. We see that the slopes of the curves appear to match well, suggesting that the convergent order of the PCMs (θ, η) for (5.1) and (5.2) is 1/2. For numerical illustrating the stability, we use the approximation formula E(|x n |) ≈ 1 10 4 Σ 10 4 i=1 |x n (ω i )|.
In Table 5 .3, stability bounds of PCMs (θ, η) for (5.1) are given. We see that taking appropriate parameters θ and η in PCMs (θ, η)can improve the stability of Euler-Maruyama method, where h 0 and R are obtained by (4.16) and (4.9), respectively. According to Remark 4.4, the stablity regions of PCMs (θ, η) are larger than the data in Table 5. 3. This can be demonstrated in Fig.  5 .2. In Fig. 5 .3, we can see that for unstable equations, the numerical solutions are unstable, too.
